Background {#Sec1}
==========

In animal breeding, two equivalent mixed linear models have been used for genomic prediction using phenotypes on genotyped individuals \[[@CR1]\]. In the first, random effects of markers are explicitly included in the model \[[@CR2], [@CR3]\]. We will refer to this model as the marker effects model (MEM). In the second, the breeding value of each animal, which is a linear combination of the random marker effects, is included as a random effect \[[@CR1], [@CR2], [@CR4], [@CR5]\]. We will refer to this model as the breeding value model (BVM). The mixed model equations (MME) that corresponds to the MEM has order $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p+k$$\end{document}$, where *p* is the number of non-genetic effects and *k* is the number of marker covariates, and the MME that correspond to the BVM has order $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N_{g}$$\end{document}$ is the number of animals. When genomic data were first available, the number $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N_{g}$$\end{document}$ of animals with genotypic and phenotypic records was much smaller than the number *k* of marker effects. Thus, genomic prediction with the BVM was more efficient than using the MEM \[[@CR1], [@CR5]\], and prediction using this approach is now known as GBLUP.

However, at present, in some livestock species such as dairy cattle, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N_{g}$$\end{document}$ has increased to over 100,000 if not 1 million. When $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathbf {G}}_{gg}$$\end{document}$ of genomic relationships will have at least $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathbf {G}}_{gg}$$\end{document}$ is guaranteed to be singular. In practice, depending on the effective population size, some of the smallest of the *k* largest eigen values may be very near to zero if not zero. In either event, the MME that require the inverse of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathbf {G}}_{gg}$$\end{document}$ cannot be employed to obtain GBLUP. In that situation, an alternate form of the MME \[[@CR4], [@CR6]--[@CR8]\] that can accommodate a singular $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathbf {G}}_{gg}$$\end{document}$ can be employed, but this results in a completely dense set of MME of order $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N_{g}$$\end{document}$ is large, this formulation of the MME is not useful for computing GBLUP. An alternative is to use a modified matrix $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathbf {G}}_{gg}$$\end{document}$ by adding a small value to all its diagonals or by regressing it towards the pedigree-based relationship matrix, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathbf {A}}$$\end{document}$, so that it retains full rank, but this is no longer an exact representation of the model if the markers completely explain the breeding values. Furthermore, this modified relationship matrix still has a dense inverse, which may be impossible to compute when $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N_{g}$$\end{document}$ is large.
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                \begin{document}$$r\le k<N_{g}$$\end{document}$. Then, we will show here how to obtain exact GBLUP without approximation from a set of MME that has order $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p+N_{g}.$$\end{document}$ We also show how this approach can be used to obtain exact single-step GBLUP without approximation when some animals have not been genotyped. These formulations are useful to better understand predictions that are obtained by using the recursive algorithm for "parents (core)" and "young (noncore)" animals i.e. Apy, which is gaining popularity \[[@CR9]--[@CR13]\] as an approach to approximate the inverse of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathbf {G}}^{*}$$\end{document}$ \[[@CR13]\]. The exact inverse of the nonsingular matrix $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathbf {G}}^{*}=0.95{\mathbf {G}}_{gg}+0.05{\mathbf {A}}$$\end{document}$ will be dense whereas Apy approximates this with a sparse inverse \[[@CR9], [@CR10]\]. We will show here that when a full-rank $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathbf {G}}^{*}$$\end{document}$ is obtained by adding a small number to the diagonals of only noncore animals, the inverse calculated in Apy for a suitable choice of core animals will be sparse and an exact inverse of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathbf {G}}^{*}$$\end{document}$, but the inverse may be ill conditioned. The approximate inverse calculated in Apy cannot ever be that of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$r<N_{g}$$\end{document}$. The Apy algorithm will never yield exact GBLUP predictions contrary to the claims in \[[@CR9], [@CR11]\], but it has been demonstrated to be a useful approximation for some choices of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Theory {#Sec2}
======
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                \begin{document}$${\mathbf {M}}_{g}$$\end{document}$ denote the centered marker genotype covariate matrix of order $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N_{g}$$\end{document}$ of genotyped animals is larger than the number *k* of marker covariates. Then, the row rank *r* of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$r\le k<N_{g}$$\end{document}$ \[[@CR14]\]. Suppose $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathbf {M}}_{g}$$\end{document}$ is ordered such that its first *r* rows are linearly independent and are denoted $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathbf {M}}_{g_{d}}$$\end{document}$ can be written as a linear combination:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N_{g}-r$$\end{document}$ rows are a linear combination of the first *r* rows. The last $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathbf {G}}$$\end{document}$ is singular and its inverse does not exist. It can be seen from ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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GBLUP when G is singular {#Sec3}
------------------------

In the following, we will assume that the vector $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Strategy I {#Sec4}
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### Strategy II {#Sec5}
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### Strategy IV {#Sec7}
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### Comparison to Apy-GBLUP {#Sec8}

The efficient algorithm to obtain the inverse of the additive relationship matrix is based on the property that the additive relationships between an animal and any non-descendant (an individual that is not a descendant) can be written as a linear combination of the relationships between the non-descendant and the parents of the animal \[[@CR20], [@CR21]\]. This property of additive relationships also allows construction of the additive relationship matrix by the tabular method \[[@CR22]\]. The so-called Apy algorithm \[[@CR9], [@CR10]\] attempts to extend this idea to genomic relationships by classifying animals into two groups: "core" and "noncore" animals. The Apy algorithm seems to imply that the relationship between a noncore animal and any other animal can be written as a linear combination of relationships between the other animal and the animals in the core group. We will refer to this property of the genomic relationships that is required for Apy as the Apy property. Provided this property holds, it is claimed that Apy results in an efficient inverse of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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To better understand the matrix portrayed as an inverse by the Apy algorithm, the genomic relationship matrix is partitioned into the core and noncore animals as follows:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Numerical example {#Sec9}
-----------------

A small example with seven animals is used to illustrate the calculation of GBLUP and Apy-GBLUP. The pedigree for the seven animals is in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. Genotype covariates coded as −1, 0, 1 at four loci are in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. Julia scripts and results for GBLUP by strategies I to IV and for Apy-GBLUP are in Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}. Only the calculations by strategy III and by Apy-GBLUP are described below.Table 1Pedigree for numerical exampleAnimalSireDamPVBVEBV10099.25−0.250.1420097.92−0.94−0.95300103.21.121.0941299.39−1.01−0.69512102.030.790.25613100.590.180.14713101.71.551.08PV, BV and EBV are the phenotypic values, breeding values and the BLUPs of the BV Table 2Genotype covariates at four lociAnimalLocus 1Locus 2Locus 3Locus 410.00.0−1.00.02−1.01.00.00.031.00.0−1.00.04−1.00.00.01.050.01.00.01.060.01.0−1.00.071.01.0−1.00.0

### Strategy III {#Sec10}

The first step in this approach is to reorder the rows of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$i^{\text {th}}$$\end{document}$ diagonal. If the element with the largest absolute value is zero, Gaussian elimination is terminated. The rank of the matrix is the number of non-zero diagonals in the transformed matrix, and the rows used for Gaussian elimination provide a maximal set of linearly independent rows.

When Gaussian elimination was applied to genotype covariates in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}, the resulting matrix is in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}. All four diagonals of this matrix are non-zero, and so $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Apy-GBLUP {#Sec11}

Here, we can see that if animals 2, 7, 1, and 4 are used as the core group, the Apy property is met because the last three rows of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Recent publications \[[@CR12], [@CR13], [@CR18]\] in which the Apy algorithm was applied to obtain a matrix portrayed as the inverse of the genomic relationship matrix use $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Exact single-step GBLUP when G~gg~ is singular {#Sec12}
----------------------------------------------

Single-step GBLUP (SS-GBLUP) was proposed \[[@CR23], [@CR24]\] to obtain genomic evaluations when genotypes are not available on all animals.

### Strategy III {#Sec13}
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### Strategy IV {#Sec14}
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### Comparison to Apy-SSGBLUP {#Sec15}
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Part of the appeal of the Apy algorithm was to obtain a sparse representation of the MME for SSGBLUP. Accordingly, Misztal et al. \[[@CR9]\] proposed that Apy could also be used to approximate the inverse of the nonsingular $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Both the MME for Apy-SSGBLUP and that for SSGBLUP using strategy IV (SIV-SSGBLUP), include equations for the same fixed effects and the random effects corresponding to the breeding values of animals that were not genotyped. In the MME for Apy-SSGBLUP, there is an additional vector of random effects corresponding to the breeding values for animals that were genotyped, which comprises sub-vectors representing core and noncore animals. In contrast, the MME for SSGBLUP using strategy IV contains a vector of random effects that is not larger than *k* regardless of the number of animals genotyped. If the core size in Apy-SSGBLUP was chosen to be *k*, Eq. ([24](#Equ24){ref-type=""}) would contain an additional random effect of order equal to the number of noncore animals compared to Eq. ([23](#Equ23){ref-type=""}), and this number increases with the number of animals genotyped.
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Discussion {#Sec16}
==========
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An alternative to these exact GBLUP calculations is used in Apy-GBLUP. Here, the pedigree is divided into two groups of animals: the core group and the noncore group. We have shown here that the inverse computed in the Apy algorithm is for a modified genomic relationship matrix, where the sub-matrix $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The approach presented here can also be used to obtain exact SSGBLUP when some animals are not genotyped. In contrast to the Apy algorithm, the method presented here is never an approximation. In agreement with \[[@CR10]\], "BVs of core individuals can all be written as linear combinations of effective SNP effects" when SNP effects fully explain the BV. In contrast to the claim in \[[@CR10]\] that "BVs of noncore individuals depend approximately only on the BVs of the core individuals" we have shown that the BVs of noncore individuals are an exact linear function of the BVs of the core individuals when the rank of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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There are no published results demonstrating the comparative accuracy of Apy and the exact approach when $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Conclusions {#Sec17}
===========

When the number of genotyped animals exceeds the number of marker loci, the genomic relationship matrix cannot be full rank. We introduce an approach that partitions the genotyped animals into two sets, one of which can be referred to as core animals, and the other as non-core animals whose breeding values can be written as a linear function of the breeding values of core animals. The MME used for genomic prediction are then constructed with only the breeding values of the core animals, and with phenotpyes of the non-core animals contributing to the predictions for core animals through their linear relationships to the core animals. The estimated breeding values of the non-core animals are obtained as a linear function of the estimates of the breeding values of the core animals. This gives exact solutions for all animals. Another approach is to blend the genomic relationship matrix with a numerator relationship matrix or a scaled identity matrix to ensure the blended genomic relationship matrix is full rank. In that case, standard mixed model computing procedures can be used, but the increase in computing effort will be proportional to the cube of the number of animals genotyped. That effort can be reduced by approximating the inverse of the blended genomic relationship matrix using the Apy algorithm. That approximation also partitions the animals into core and non-core groups, but explicitly fits both sets of animals in the MME. In some cases, it has been reported that this approach gives useful approximations. However, the computing effort for that approximate approach is similar to that of the exact approach introduced here.
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**Additional file 1**. Julia scripts and results. A Jupyter notebook showing Julia scripts and results for GBLUP by strategies I to IV and for Apy-GBLUP. **Additional file 2**. Results when Apy propery does not hold. Julia notebook showing results by Apy approach when Apy property does not hold. **Additional file 3**. Magnitude of non-diagonal elements of D with blended G. Julia notebook showing that matrix **D** of (15) has large non-diagonal elements relative to the diagonals.
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